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Regulations

Society's Prizes

1. The following Society's Prizes of the International Society of Life Information Science (ISLIS) can be awarded, for the purpose of promotion in the fields of the Society.

Excellent Paper Prize: Awarded to the authors of an original paper in the Journal of ISLIS which is recognized as being exceptional and excellent.

Promotion Prize: Awarded to the presenters at an ISLIS Symposium of a work which is recognized to be exceptional in its originality and offers unusual prospects.

Meritorious Activity Prize: Awarded to an individual, persons or institutions who are recognized as having given meritorious services to the fields of this Society.

2. The Excellent Paper Prize and the Promotion Prize can be awarded only to a Professional Member, a Regular Member, or a Student Member of this Society at the time of the selection and at the time of the receipt.

3. When achievements of the Prize winners are brought into disrepute after receipt of the award, the award can be canceled.

4. The selection methods shall be decided using the Rules as separately set forth.

5. These Regulations are effective from August 27, 2001. However, works before that date can be considered for awards.

Rules

Selection Methods of Society's Prizes

1. The candidates for each Prize shall be elected by the Selection Committee and shall be approved by the Regular Board of Directors.

2. Selection Members of the Committee (several numbers) shall be recommended from among the Professional Members of the Society by the Regular Board of Directors, shall be approved by the Board of Directors, and shall receive the President's commission. Their terms are for one year and reappointment shall not be prohibited.

3. The Excellent Paper Prizes are selected from among original papers published in the Journal of ISLIS that are recognized as excellent and exceptional at the time of the selection (twice a year or more), and are awarded to the author and each co-author who meets the award qualification.

4. The Promotion Prizes are selected by the Selection Committee after every symposium with the help of recommendations by Academic Advisors and Professional Members of the Society. When especially outstanding presentations are nominated, the Prizes are awarded to the presenter and every co-presenter who meets the award qualification.

5. The Meritorious Activity Prizes are awarded every time, when there are an individual, persons or institutions who are recognized as having given meritorious services to the fields of this Society by that time.

6. The details of the Selection shall be entrusted to the Selection Committee.